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1. In his paper [A] Ashvinikumar introduces a "principle of microscopic
completeness" (MIC) for intuitionistic mathematics, and presents some
mathematical applications. We do not regard the intuitive justification
of MIC presented in [A] as conclusive. However, MIC is the first interesting
example of a continuity schema which is not already obviously implied
by "Brouwer's principle for numbers" and which might possibly be
weaker than "Brouwer's principle for functions", The paper [A] also
contains a mathematical application of MIC which is not obviously a
consequence of V.xtilx-continuity; this seems to be the first example of
such an application (apart from a doubtfully relevant application in [T3],
Theorem 10). In this paper we wish to make some remarks on MIC in
connection with axiomatic treatments of intuitionistie analysis sueh as
[K, V] or [K, T].
The principle as enunciated in [A] can be expressed in logical notation
as a schema
MIC V.xtil{3A(.x, {3) -+
-+ V.x[Vxtil!nFA(.x, x, n) -+ V{3(VxFA(.x, x, px) -+ A(.x, {3))],
where F A is defined by
F A(.x, x, n) =def tilzV.x' E tiz[i[y(A(.x', y) 11 yx=n).
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REMARK 1. A more pregnant formulation is obtained by defining
F~(IX, (3) =VxFA(IX, X, px);
then, observing that Vx{f[!nFA(IX, x, n)~{f[!{3F~(IX, (3), we can write IDC as
V1X{f[{3A(IX, (3) -+ V 1X[{f[!{3F~(IX, (3) -+ V{3(F~(IX, (3) -+ A(IX, (3))].
The first premiss is in fact redundant. To see this, assume F~(IX, (3) for a
unique (3, i.e. Vx{f[zVIX' E iiz{f[y(A(IX', y) 1\yx=px).
Then there is a z' such that for x = 0
(1) VIX' E o:z'{f[yA(IX', y).
Put Am(lX, (3) = A(mllX, (3) (notation of [K, T]) and take m= iiz', then by
(1) V 1X{f[{3Am(lX, (3), and also V{3(F~m(lX, (3)~ F~(IX, (3)); and thus by MIC
applied to Am =A;., :
V{3(F~(IX, (3) -+ A(IX, (3)).
A very compact formulation of MIC therefore is
MIC' VIX[{f[!{3F~(IX, (3) -+ V{3(F~(IX, (3) -+ A(IX, (3))].
Thus we are free to include or drop the premiss V1X{f[{3A(IX, (3).
REMARK 2. MIC is derivable from "Brouwer's principle for functions"
(C-C'* in [K, T], 5.7.6) which may be stated as follows
CONTI V1X{f[{3A(IX, (3) -+ {f[y E KoVIXA(IX, YIIX),
where
Y E K« =def V lX{f[x(y(O:x)~O) 1\ Vnm(yn~ 0 -+ yn=y(n * m)),
yllX=15 =def Vx{f[y(y(~*o:y)=15x+l).
In order to derive MIC, assume VIX{f[{3A(IX, (3) and let F~(IX, (3) for a unique
(3, i.e,
(2) VX{f[ZVIX' E iiz{f[15(A(IX', 15) 1\ Jx=px).
Also, for some yEKo, A(IX,YIIX); (yllX)x depends on an initial segment iiz
of IX only, hence
(3) Vx{f[zV IX' E iiz{f[15(A(IX', 15) 1\ (5x= (yllX)x).
Combining (2) and (3) we find (3=YIIX, and therefore A(IX, (3) holds.
2. THE UNIQUENESS CONDITION IN MIC IS ESSENTIAL
An obvious generalization of MIC would be
MIC+ VIX{f[{3A(IX, (3) -+ VIX({f[{3F~(IX,(3) -+ V{3(F~(IX, (3) -+ A(IX, (3))),
or equivalently V1X{f[{3A(IX, (3) -+ V IXV{3[F~(IX, (3) -+ A(IX, (3)].
However, MIC+ is contradictory.
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A contradiction may be obtained from MIC+ as follows. Let
here (/>1/ is some fixed continuous mapping such that for all <X
(/>1/(<X) E (Ax·O)(y) * <I).
Then obviously V<xafJA(<x, fJ), and also F~(Ax'O, Ax·O) since
V tx' E Ax· O(y)A(<X', (/>1/<X');
however, for no <X A(<x, Ax·0) holds. MIC+ as it stands is the direct analogue
of MIC'; a direct analogue of MIC should have VxayFA(<x, x, y) instead
of afJF~(<x, fJ). Note however that afJF~(<x, fJ) is in fact a stronger premiss
than VxayFA(<x, x, y).
In the counterexample exhibited, MIC+ fails because the ranges of the
(/>1/ do not contain Ax· O. Thus we are tempted to propose the following
weaker version of MIC+:
where
It is not difficult to obtain a contradiction from MIC· as well, taking
where e; is some fixed continuous operation such that
(/>;<xEAx'O(y)* 1 if <XEAx·O(y+l),
(/>~ = Ax· 0 otherwise.
Obviously F~(AY'0, Ay' 0), since
V<x' E Ay·O(x)[A(<X', (/>:.cx') 1\ (~)(x) EAU'O],
«" E Ax·O(y) * 1-+ A(<x", Ay·O).
However, A(Ax'O, Ax·O) does not hold.
3. A GENERALIZATION OF MIC TO METRIC SPACES
Let X, Y be complete, separable metric spaces. We now refer to the
standard representation of complete, separable metric spaces (e.g. in [Tl],
proof of 6.6, or [T2], 5.16).
Let the letters x, y be reserved for points from X, Y respectively.
We define
Our generalization may now be stated as
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MIC(X, Y) V iX{f{{3A(x"" Y{J) -+
-+ ViX[{f{!ypGA(X"" Y{J) -+ V{3(GA(X"" Y{J) -+ A(x"" Y{J))]
where A must be interpretable as a subset of X x Y, i.e.
x..= x",' /\ Y8=Y{J' /\ A(x"" Y{J) -+ A(x"," Y{J')'
Once again MIC(X,Y) is derivable from "Brouwer's principles for func-
tions", i.e. V iX{f{(3-continuity.
PROOF. Assume V iX{f{{3A(x"" Y{J)' and GA(x"" Y{J) for a unique Y{J' Then
by CONTI for some y ViXA(x"" Y"II"')' We note that Vn{f{zVb E liz
[A(x", Y"II") /\ (ylb)n= (yjiX)n] and therefore GA(x"" Y"II"')' Since GA(x"" Y{J) -+
-+ Y{J=Y"II",' it follows that GA(x"" Y{J) -+ A(x"" Y{J)'
REMARK. As before, the first premiss V iX{f{{3A(x"" Y{J) may be dropped.
4. MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS OF MIC
The counterexample in 11.2 of [A] can be easily adapted to show that
MIC conflicts with KS, Kripke's schema. Consider the following special
instance of KS:
V iX{f{(3[(VX(iXX = 0) +--+ (f{x({3x = 1)) /\ ({f{X(iXX ~ 0) +--+ (f{x({3x> 1))];
let A(iX, (3) denote the formula between the square brackets. Observe that
(f{zVtx' E AY'O(z){f{y(A()"x.0, y) /\ yx=n) holds for n=Ay· O(x) only, and thus
)"x·O is the unique f3 such that F~()"x·O, (3); however, A()"x·O, )"x. 0) is
obviously false since this would imply ---, VX(iXX=O) /\ ---, {flx(txX#-O).
In [A] the following mathematical application of MIC is given: The
statement
1
"For all double sequences of reals {am,n} such that
Vmn(amn <am,n+1/\ am+1,n <am,n) there is a bounded non-
(4) decreasing {txk}k such that lims txk exists iff lim m (limn amn)
exists; and if both limits exist they are equal"
is shown to be false. Such an application is of interest since this is the
first mathematical consequence from CONTI not already obviously ob-
tainable from V iX{flx-continuity. To see this, we observe that the argument
given in [A] to refute (4) by MIC also establishes a refutation of a weaker
statement (*) obtained by dropping the restriction "bounded" from (4),
and limiting am,n to non-negative numbers, with limits 0 or 1 if existing.
However, (*) is derivable from Kripke's schema, as follows. Let
A =Vmn(amn<am,n+1/\ am+l,n<am,n) /\
/\ (limm (limn amn) exists or does not exist).
Kripke's schema yields a {3 such that
A +--+ (f{x(f3x#- 0).
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Now define ex" as follows.
lIf JTy<.k (f3y=O), then ex,,= -1-2-n ; and iff3koi=O /\ Vy<ko(f3y=O) /\ k;;;.ko, thenex,,=z if z=limm (limn amn) exists, ex,,=k otherwise.
Assume the first conjunct of A.
Obviously, if lim m (limn amn) exists, lim" ex" exists also, and is equal to
this limit. Conversely, if lim" ex" = u exists, then either u < 0 Vu> - 1.
The first case is excluded, since this would imply that -, (lim., (limn amn)
exists or does not exist).
Therefore u> -1, and thus it must be the case that 1 =limm (limn amn).
{ex"},, is non-decreasing.
Therefore a refutation of (*) (and a fortiori a refutation of (4)) implies
a refutation of Kripke's schema. Thus if JTextllx-continuity alone could be
shown to be sufficient to refute (4), we would have shown the incompati-
bility of Kripke's schema and JTextllx-continuity; but this is at present
an unsolved problem in the axiomatics of intuitionistic analysis.
(Addedin proof. The consistency of JTextllx-continuity, Kripke's schema
and bar-induction has been shown recently by Krol' [K].)
5. OPEN PROBLEMS
The axiomatic status of MIC relative to CONTI is unclear: it seems
unlikely that MIC ~ CONTI (relative to elementary analysis), though
one might suppose that perhaps MIC +CONTo~ CONTI where CONTo
is "Brouwer's principle for numbers, i.e. JTextllx-continuity.
It would also be highly interesting to find further mathematical appli-
cations of CONTI or MIC which cannot (or at least not obviously) be
obtained with CONTo alone; especially positive applications (not just
refutations of classically valid statements) would be welcome.
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